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Abstract15

Large areas of Amazonian evergreen forests experience seasonal droughts extending for16

three or more months, and show maximum rates of photosynthesis and evapotranspiration17

during dry intervals. This apparent resilience is belied by disproportionate mortality of the18

large trees in manipulations that reduce wet season rainfall, occurring after 2-3 years of19

treatment. The goal of this study is to characterize the mechanisms that produce these20

contrasting ecosystem responses. A mechanistic vegetation-hydrology model is developed to21

test the roles of deep roots and of soil capillary flux to provide water to the forest during the22

dry season. Also examined is the importance of “root niche separation,” in which roots of23

overstory trees extend to depth, where during the dry season they use water stored from wet24

season precipitation, while roots of understory trees are concentrated in shallow layers that25

access dry season precipitation directly. Observational data on canopy phenology, energy26

fluxes, soil moisture, and soil and root structure from the Tapajós National Forest, Brazil,27

provided comprehensive observational constraints on the model. Results strongly suggest28

that deep roots with root niche separation adaptations explain both the observed resilience29

during seasonal drought and the vulnerability of canopy-dominant trees to extended deficits30

of wet season rainfall. These mechanisms appear to provide an adaptive strategy that en-31

hances productivity of the largest trees in the face of their disproportionate heat loads and32

water demand in the dry season. A sensitivity analysis exploring how wet season rainfall33

affects the stability of the rainforest system is presented. The model can be used to quanti-34

tatively predict ecosystem water balances and explore ecosystem tipping points under future35

climate change.36

Index Terms: 1866, 1813, 1847, 183037

Keywords: water stress, drought avoidance, subsurface hydrology, ecohydrology, Amazon38

rainforest39



1 Introduction40

The role of the Amazon rainforests in the global cycles of carbon, water, and energy is well41

recognized and has been the subject of numerous studies (e.g., Schlesinger , 1997). Still,42

recent research indicates that some of the essential controlling factors of the rainforest func-43

tion are yet to be fully understood. For example, of particular importance is the rainforest44

regulation of water dynamics since the vital climatic feature of the region is precipitation45

spatial and temporal variability (Fitzjarrald et al., 2008). The pronounced rainy and dry46

seasons, particularly in the central and eastern Amazon Basin (e.g., Sombroek , 2001; Malhi47

and Wright , 2004), have a significant implication for the system function. Dry season is48

typically attributed to months with less than 100 mm total precipitation (e.g., Shuttleworth,49

1988). Remote sensing (e.g., Huete et al., 2006; Myneni et al., 2007; Saleska et al., 2007) and50

ground-based observations (e.g., Saleska et al., 2003; Goulden et al., 2004; da Rocha et al.,51

2004; Hutyra et al., 2007) indicate higher photosynthetic activity and increased CO2 uptake52

and water fluxes during dry season than in the wet season. One logical inference is that the53

rainforest is at least in part light-limited, not water-limited, and thus enhanced radiation lev-54

els of dry seasons favorably affect forest productivity, resulting in higher transpiration fluxes55

(Hutyra et al., 2007; Nemani et al., 2003). Early modeling studies, however, often resulted in56

an opposite pattern of ecosystem dynamics. In a typical model simulation reproducing dry57

season conditions, available water was quickly depleted through evapotranspiration and/or58

recharge of deep aquifers, and water stress set in long before the end of drought conditions.59

Overall vegetation activity would be suppressed and model simulations thus did not permit60

the persistence of transpiration fluxes throughout the entire duration of the dry season (e.g.,61

Lee et al., 2005; Saleska et al., 2003).62
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Various hypotheses have been proposed to explain the extremely high drought-tolerance63

of the rainforest, including 1) deeply penetrating root systems (Nepstad et al., 1994; Jipp64

et al., 1998; Grant et al., 2009); 2) the phenomenon of “hydraulic redistribution” (e.g.,65

Oliveira et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2005); 3) uptake of water directly by leaves during dry season66

rains and nighttime dew events (Cardinot , 2008); and, more recently, even the regional effect67

of high water table (Fan and Miguez-Macho, 2010). The existence and significance of deep68

roots has been underlined in several studies and there is evidence that deep rooting is an69

undeniably important factor in the ecosystem function (Kleidon and Heimann, 1999; Schenk70

and Jackson, 2002; Ichii et al., 2007). The open questions are how deeply roots can really71

grow, what kind of hydraulic limitations exist on the transfer of water from deep locations72

to the top of canopy, and whether there are sufficient roots at deep locations. For example,73

Nepstad et al. (1994) estimated that only about 10% of the total rooting mass was at depths74

between 4 m and 10 m. However, in a modeling study, Grant et al. (2009) demonstrated75

that a root system to a depth of 8 m was needed to avoid water limitations for a five-76

month dry season. The phenomenon of hydraulic redistribution has been well documented77

for arid and temperate climate plant species (e.g., for a review see Caldwell et al., 1998)78

and recently has been demonstrated for three species of trees in the Tapajós National Forest,79

Brazil (Oliveira et al., 2005). Hydraulic redistribution is the process of water transfer by80

roots following the counter-gradient of soil water potential when transpiration uptake is81

negligible (Oliveira et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2005). Under this assumption, roots serve as82

passive hydraulic conduits. It should be noted that Oliveira et al. (2005) only indicated83

changes in the flow direction in roots, depending on day/night/season. The Oliveira et al.84

(2005) observations may not be a sufficiently strong argument to advocate the importance of85
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hydraulic redistribution on the entire ecosystem function, as was done by some studies (e.g.,86

Lee et al., 2005), since flow reversal does not immediately imply that significant moisture87

amounts can be transferred and deposited in soil surrounding roots (e.g., Neumann et al.,88

2010). Furthermore, the most frequently cited indirect evidence of the phenomenon, such89

as the diurnal decrease-increase cycles of soil moisture observed by da Rocha et al. (2004),90

can be equally well attributed to the capillary action of clayey soils that dominate near91

their field site (e.g., Silver et al., 2000). Other experiments near the site of Oliveira et al.92

(2005) even postulate that, in fact, the hydraulic redistribution mechanism cannot contribute93

significantly to the soil water dynamics (e.g., Romero-Saltos et al., 2005). A recent claim of94

possibly predominant groundwater effects (Fan and Miguez-Macho, 2010) is not supported95

by field observations, e.g., there is no evidence of shallow water table for all flux tower sites96

in the Tapajós National Forest. Apparently, the question of the exact water-stress avoidance97

mechanism is far from being resolved. Other explanations should be attempted that will98

help focus future observational campaigns, so that “unfit hypotheses” (Popper , 1972) can99

be objectively evaluated.100

This study makes further effort to address hydrology of an Amazonian rainforest. A101

vegetation-hydrology model that parameterizes the essential canopy-soil water-energy pro-102

cesses using a simplified three-big-leaf representation of canopy vertical structure is devel-103

oped. The representation of very deep (∼36 m) soil profile explicitly resolves the propagation104

of wetting and drying cycles into the soil column underlying forest vegetation. Comprehen-105

sive observational data from a flux tower site in Tapajós National Forest near km 67 of the106

Santarém-Cuiabá highway are used in this study. Meteorological data from the flux tower107

for the period of 2002 through 2005 serve as the model forcing. Observed canopy phenology,108
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energy fluxes, soil texture and water retention properties, and profiles of root biomass are109

used to parameterize and constrain the model performance. The study focuses on several110

possible explanations of the paradigm that either have not been considered in sufficient de-111

tail in numerical models or entirely not previously examined. Specifically, a set of numerical112

experiments has been designed to address: 1) the depth of rainforest root system as the only113

strategy for stress avoidance; 2) the capillary properties of clayey Oxisol soils that could114

possibly lead to the upward flow of water from soil layers below the deepest extent of roots;115

and 3) the existence of specific water uptake niches in the soil column, corresponding to root116

systems of trees located at different levels in the vertically structured canopy, i.e., overstory,117

mid-size, and understory trees.118

An indirect evidence pointing to the latter hypothesis is the remarkable agreement of the119

main outcomes of two long-term rainfall exclusion experiments described in Nepstad et al.120

(2002, 2007) and da Costa et al. (2010) as well as a pan-tropical assessment of drought-related121

tree mortality by Phillips et al. (2010): in all studies large trees were consistently found to122

be the most vulnerable to prolonged droughts. For instance, Nepstad et al. (2002, 2007)123

described an experiment that simulated severe, four-year drought episode by excluding 60%124

of throughfall during each wet season for a 1-ha forest treatment plot located in Tapajós. The125

exclusion led to the propagation of the drought signal to deep soil layers resulting in 4.5-fold126

increased mortality rates among large trees and 2-fold among medium-size trees after four127

years of the experiment (Nepstad et al., 2007). Strikingly similar findings have been reported128

for a rainfall exclusion experiment in the Caxiuanã National Forest by da Costa et al. (2010)129

and for permanent, monitored plots of the pan-Amazon RAINFOR project following the 2005130

drought (Phillips et al., 2010). A similar to Nepstad et al. (2002) scenario of exclusion of131
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wet season rainfall has been developed in numerical experiments of the presented study. The132

numerical experiments mimic the drying signal and severe water limitations experienced only133

by overstory trees in conditions of root niche separation. A subsequent sensitivity analysis134

has been carried out with respect to the key parameters of root water uptake that quantify135

plant water limitation. The results confirm that the existence of specific water uptake niches136

in the soil is the likeliest expression of a mechanism explaining plant water-stress avoidance137

and vulnerability of overstory trees to extended drought at the location of study site. They138

also point to the importance of wet season precipitation as the factor affecting the stability139

of the rainforest system. The observational data set, the overall design and methodology of140

numerical experiments, and the study inferences are presented in the following.141

2 Data and methods142

2.1 Site description143

Data from the flux tower site in Tapajós National Forest (Brazil) (2o51.4’S, 54o57.5’W) near144

km 67 of the Santarém-Cuiabá highway BR-163 are used in the presented research. The site145

was a part of the Large-Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia (LBA-ECO)146

and has been used in a number of studies described in previous publications (e.g., Hutyra147

et al., 2007; Rice et al., 2004; Vieira et al., 2004; Saleska et al., 2003). It will be referred to148

as the “km 67” site throughout the rest of the manuscript. Additionally, a large throughfall149

exclusion experiment was established in the relative proximity of the flux tower (∼5 km) in150

2000 (Nepstad et al., 2002), which monitored a variety of ecosystem characteristics in the151

1-ha treatment and control plots (e.g., Brando et al., 2008; Nepstad et al., 2007). These152
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studies provide a complete description of different system characteristics and the reader153

is referred to the cited papers for details. The region has a mean annual temperature of154

25oC with a mean annual precipitation of ∼2,000 mm, varaible between 600 and 3,000 mm155

per year (Nepstad et al., 2002). The area is subjected to a seasonal drought, i.e., months156

with less than 100 mm precipitation, with a mean span of 5 months, typically lasting from157

July 15 to December 15 (Parrota et al., 1995). The water table is very deep, ∼100 m158

below the soil surface at a nearby location with similar topographic characteristics (Nepstad159

et al., 2002). Soils are clay-rich, deeply weathered Oxisols. Patches of higher sand content160

(Santarém ultisols) occur on slopes and in topographic lows. The forest is located on flat161

terrain, an erosional remnant plateau, with a limited drainage network formed on sediments162

of the Barreiras formation (Silver et al., 2000). The forest has a closed canopy with a mean163

height of approximately 40 to 45 m and emergent trees reaching up to 55 m. The vertical164

canopy distribution is stratified Vieira et al. (2004) with a fairly distinct three-level structure165

that represent the highest, mid-range, and smallest trees. The forest at the site exhibits a166

robust increase of latent heat flux during dry seasons (for details, see Hutyra et al., 2007),167

responding to increased light levels (Figure 1a). The annual variation of foliage leaf area168

index (LAI) is within 10% of maximum value, with the maximum apparently out-of-phase169

with the radiation cycle (Figure 1b, Brando et al., 2010). Domingues et al. (2005) showed170

that the leaf density was approximately constant throughout the canopy profile with about171

35% of leaf area attributed to the top 10 m of the canopy.172
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2.2 Hydrometeorological forcing data173

Gap-filled meteorological data for the period of 01/2002-01/2006 are used as atmospheric174

forcing to the model. Specifically, the hourly time series of the following variables observed175

at the flux tower at the km 67 site (Hutyra et al., 2007) serve as the model input: hourly176

precipitation (measured at 42.6 m above the forest floor), air temperature (57.8 m), water177

vapor partial pressure (computed from vapor molar concentration measured at 62.2 m),178

wind speed (57.8 m), CO2 partial pressure (measured as molar concentration at 62.2 m),179

atmospheric pressure (ground level), and incoming shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes180

(see also discussion below). Data gaps were insignificant for most of the variables and were181

filled with the mean monthly values corresponding to the hour of the day with missing value.182

Only radiation data contained a large fraction of gaps and thus several sources/methods183

were used to complete the series. The gaps in the time series of shortwave irradiance were184

filled using regressions with the series of observed photosynthetically active radiation (PAR).185

Two incomplete data sources on PAR were available for the km 67 site. The regression186

relationships constructed using these PAR series and global shortwave flux data explained187

much of the variability in observations: r2 = 0.966 and 0.928, where r is the correlation188

coefficient.189

In order to partition global shortwave radiation into direct beam and diffuse types as well190

as into visible (VIS) and near-infrared (NIR) spectral bands (which are the types of radiation191

forcing required by the model used in the study), a weather generator described in Fatichi192

et al. (2011) was used. Radiation data for clear sky and overcast conditions as well as data193

from Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET, Holben, 1998) for Belterra Station (2o51.5’S,194

54o57.5’W) on optical properties of the atmosphere were used to infer the parameters of195
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the atmospheric shortwave transfer module of the weather generator. For all-sky conditions,196

approximate values of hourly cloudiness were computed. Cloudiness was subsequently used197

to partition global radiation into the direct/diffuse types and VIS/NIR bands by the weather198

generator.199

Analysis of longwave radiation data observed at the km 67 site indicated their unreliability200

and thus they were not used. Using data measured at the km 77 pasture flux tower site201

(3o1.2’S, 54o53.3’W, Sakai et al., 2004), a non-linear regression of longwave radiation flux202

L ↓ with temperature T [oC] and vapor pressure e [mb] was developed: L ↓= σ(0.74 +203

a e)(T +273.15), where a was defined as 0.0068. Using data on T and e measured at the km204

77 site, the series of longwave radiation data were derived and assumed to be representative205

for the km 67 site. Small remaining data gaps were filled using the same regression equation206

with temperature and vapor pressure observed at the km 67 site.207

2.3 Soil hydraulic properties208

The soils at the km 67 site study are clayey Oxisols that are deeply weathered with no209

concretions or impeding layers, at least in the upper 12 m (Nepstad et al., 2007). The210

van Genuchten-Mualem soil hydraulic model (van Genuchten, 1980) was chosen to describe211

the dependence of conductivity and soil matric pressure on moisture content. Due to the212

absence of detailed, on-site measurements of soil hydraulic properties as well as uncertainty213

associated with each indirect method, several approaches and data sources were used to214

infer the saturated conductivity and soil water retention parameters. Previously reported215

soil water retention parameters by Belk et al. (2007) did not favorably compare with the216

other independently obtained parameterizations (see sections 2.3.2 - 2.3.4 and Figure 2) and217
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therefore were not used. Note that the generated ensemble of soil parameterizations permits218

addressing robustness of study inferences with respect to uncertain properties of the soil.219

The following describes methodology used in obtaining the parameter values.220

2.3.1 Saturated hydraulic conductivity221

Values of the saturated hydraulic conductivity were digitized from the manuscript of Belk222

et al. (2007), who measured conductivity over the 4 m soil depth. Geometric averaging of223

depth-interpolated values was carried out to obtain Ksn = 35.6 [mm hour−1] for the 0.05-0.3224

m depth range and Ksn = 14.1 [mm hour−1] for the 0.3-4.0 m depth range. These values225

were used in the two scenarios described in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.226

2.3.2 Measured soil water retention data227

The data were obtained from R.-C. de Oliveira, Jr. (Brazilian Agricultural Research Cor-228

poration EMBRAPA Amazonia Oriental) in 2007. Soil samples were collected at a location229

that is in a relative proximity of the km 67 flux tower site, however the exact location was230

not recorded. Laboratory measurements of water retention properties were carried out for231

the following soil matric pressures: 6, 10, 33, 100, and 1500 kPa. Samples were taken from232

the following depths: 5, 15, 30, 50, 100, and 200 cm. Due to significant differences in the233

soil water retention data between the surface layer and deeper locations, the measurements234

were grouped according to the following depth ranges: 0.05-0.3 [m] (what is referred to as235

“CO - surface” group) and 0.5-2 m (“CO - deep” group). A non-linear optimization of pa-236

rameter values of the van Genuchten (1980) model was subsequently carried out. The data237

and the fitted water retention curves for the two depth ranges are shown in Figure 2. The238

corresponding parameter values are provided in Table 2.239
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2.3.3 Parameter estimation using pedotransfer functions240

Tomasella et al. (2000) developed generic pedotransfer functions for South American soils241

allowing one to derive the parameter values of the van Genuchten (1980) model based on242

soil textural and chemical composition. Field soil texture data were obtained by the authors243

in 2003 (unpublished data set): the surface soil composition was reported as 91% clay,244

7.8% silt, and 1.2% sand. The organic carbon content was reported as 2.68 [g kg−1] and245

soil bulk density was measured as 1.0225 [g cm−3]. As fractions of fine sand and coarse246

sand were unknown, they were assumed to be either 0, 50, or 100%. Using the Tomasella247

et al. (2000) functions, three parameter sets were estimated assuming these fractions. The248

obtained parameter sets differed only slightly and thus they were geometrically averaged in249

order to obtain a single parameter set. The derived water retention curve representative250

of the entire soil column is shown in Figure 2 (the “Tomasella et al. (2000)” curve). The251

corresponding parameter values are provided in Table 2 as the “TH” parameterization.252

2.3.4 Inverse parameter estimation253

An inverse method of Hou and Rubin (2005) was used to derive soil properties using soil254

water dynamics data resolved at multiple depths. The only available high-frequency, long-255

term record of soil moisture data was available for a site at km 83 of the Santarém-Cuiabá256

highway (Bruno et al., 2006). This data set was used in the inverse estimation procedure.257

Eight cases were selected corresponding to 10-11 hour night-time intervals with zero or258

insignificant observed evaporation. The cases included periods with the highest and lowest259

observed soil moisture, as well as the cases with the highest moisture variability in the 10260

m soil profile. The derived water retention curve representative of the entire soil column is261
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shown in Figure 2. The depth-uniform saturated hydraulic conductivity was estimated to262

be Ksn = 26.9 [mm hour−1]. The corresponding parameter values are provided in Table 2263

as the “MRE” parameterization.264

2.4 Root profiles265

Data on the distributions of root biomass density were obtained as one of the outcomes266

of the throughfall exclusion experiment (Nepstad et al., 2002) that was carried out in the267

relative proximity of the flux tower (∼5 km). For the treatment site, only data obtained268

before the beginning of the experiment were used. Observations of fine root biomass were269

used (a fine root has the diameter smaller than 2 mm). Suberized fraction of a fine root is270

small and almost the entire root surface can be used for plant moisture uptake (Taiz and271

Zeiger , 2006, p. 56). Fine root distributions were therefore associated with uptake profiles;272

they were used in the modeling efforts (section 2.5.4).273

The original raw data (obtained from D. Ray, the University of Maine, School of Forest274

Resources) were transformed to obtain biomass density distributions with depth. As Fig-275

ure 3a clearly shows, there is a generally good agreement in terms of shapes and absolute276

magnitudes among several profiles obtained in the study of Nepstad et al. (2002) at different277

times and locations. The important features are a) the high concentration of most fine roots278

in the surface 0-1 m layer and b) the fairly slowly decaying biomass density in the 3-6 m279

soil layer. A “generalized” root profile was created based on the actual measurement data280

shown in Figure 3a. The profile was computed as the average of all available profiles in the281

0-3 m depth range and as a linear approximation of the root biomass decay in the 3-6 m282

depth range. Note that the biomass density over the latter soil layer is small but not entirely283
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negligible: when integrated, it represents ∼12% of the total root mass if one assumes that284

there are no roots beyond the maximum observational depth ZRootS = 6 m. The latter285

assumption is however fairly extreme and unrealistic, given previous observational evidence286

on root depths in the Amazon (e.g., Nepstad et al., 1994). Consequently, this study has287

attempted to construct an additional scenario that would provide a second “envelope” on288

the feasible range of root distributions with depth. Specifically, the linear profile of the root289

biomass in the 3-6 m soil interval was extrapolated to its zero intercept with the depth axis290

and the depth corresponding to 95% of the total root biomass content was identifed. This291

depth was equal to ZRootD = 30.2 m and thus was assumed to be the maximum root depth.292

The root density profile terminates at this depth and the profile in the range of [3, ZRootD]293

m is estimated to contain ∼41% of the total root mass.294

Observations of dead fine root biomass were also available from Nepstad et al. (2002).295

It was inferred that their relative density distributions (absolute density divided by the296

total root mass) were entirely identical to that of live fine roots (not shown). While being297

indirect, this evidence provides an additional confirmation of the chosen strategy in defining298

the feasible range of maximum plant root depths ZRootS and ZRootD.299

2.5 Modeling efforts300

An ecohydrological model that parameterizes essential canopy-soil water-energy processes301

using a three-big-leaf representation of canopy vertical structure and a finely resolved deep302

soil profile was developed in this study. As is the case with any modeling effort, a number of303

simplifying assumptions were made in the representation of structural elements of vegetation-304

hydrology system, its intra- and inter-annual dynamics, as well as in the description of305
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relevant physical processes. These are outlined in the following.306

2.5.1 Ecohydrological model307

A model of vegetation-hydrology interactions (Ivanov et al., 2008), tRIBS+VEGGIE, is308

used in this study. The model mimics principal water and energy processes over the complex309

topography of a river basin and links them to essential plant biochemical processes and310

phenology. The model design emphasizes dynamic interactions between vegetation system311

and subsurface hydrological dynamics. Each computational element exhibits a “big-leaf”312

representation of canopy coupled to a multi-layer soil-root model that computes soil moisture313

and heat transport, and root water uptake.314

In this study, however, the model was applied at the plot scale and vegetation dynamics315

were not explicitly simulated. Only the biochemical model of canopy stomatal behavior316

(Farquhar et al., 1980; Collatz et al., 1991) was used to simulate the response of latent heat317

flux to the ambient environment. The amount of leaf area as well as structural characteristics318

of vegetation were imposed as pre-determined model input (see section 2.5.3). Furthermore,319

the model formulation described in Ivanov et al. (2008) has been substantially modified320

to adapt the model to conditions of the study site that exhibits complex canopy structure321

and deep soils. These changes are briefly outlined in Appendix A and B. For a reader’s322

convenience, Appendix C provides the formulation of a heuristic soil moisture availability323

factor, βT [−], which is frequently used throughout the text. The factor βT is used to regulate324

stomatal conductance and its departure from unity indicates soil control on transpiration325

flux and water limitation experienced by vegetation. Table 3 contains the parameter values326

used in this study. The notation used for the parameters is the same as that of Ivanov et al.327

(2008).328
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2.5.2 Soil profile329

In representing soil profile in the model, two conditions had to be accounted for: a) the330

capability to incorporate the deepest root profile with ZRootD = 30.2 m; and b) the need331

of providing a sufficient soil buffer under the root zone to alleviate the effect of assumed332

free drainage boundary condition at the bottom of the soil column. With respect to the333

latter, the intention was to create a soil buffer that could generate upward unsaturated flow334

were sufficiently high tensions developed in the root zone because of moisture uptake by335

roots. Consequently, a deep, 36 m soil profile was used to model the subsurface soil moisture336

dynamics. A regular mesh resolution was selected to be 30 mm, which therefore led to 1,200337

computational nodes in the subsurface domain.338

2.5.3 Above-ground vegetation components339

A three-big-leaf representation of the forest canopy was developed in an attempt to represent340

the vertical structure of the canopy, which has been observed to be distinctly stratified341

(Vieira et al., 2004). Rice et al. (2004) describe “emergent”, “canopy”, “subcanopy”, and342

“suppressed” trees. Translating this naming style to the terminology used in this study:343

the “top-canopy” (overstory) trees were assumed to represent the “emergent” and “canopy”344

trees; the “mid-canopy” and “bottom-canopy” (understory) trees were assumed to represent345

“subcanopy” and “suppressed” trees, respectively. These types of trees were assumed to be346

sufficiently different in their biophysical and biochemical properties, for example, reflecting347

observed changes in characteristics of sunlit and shaded plants (e.g., Taiz and Zeiger , 2006).348

The outcome of such an assumption is that different canopy levels were effectively represented349

to correspond to different “plant functional types”, even though some of the same species350
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are likely to be present in each canopy level. Note the interchangeable use of “tree type”,351

“plant type”, and “canopy layer” in the following text. Details of treatment of canopy layers352

are presented in Appendix A; the corresponding parameter values are provided in Table 3.353

The amount of leaf area as well as structural characteristics of vegetation were im-354

posed as pre-determined model input. The data on canopy dynamics were obtained from355

the database of the Large Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia (LBA)356

(http://lba.cptec.inpe.br). This dataset contains measurements of total leaf area index (LAI)357

obtained at monthly intervals in the control plots of the rainfall exclusion experiment (Nep-358

stad et al., 2002). The LAI data span the period of 2000 through 2004. According to359

Domingues et al. (2005), the leaf density is approximately constant throughout the canopy360

profile at the site; consequently, the mean annual cycle of LAI for each of the “big leaves”361

was obtained by dividing the total LAI (shown Figure 1b) by three.362

The amount of stem area was assumed to be 0.2 [m2 m−2 groundarea] for each of the tree363

types. Each canopy layer was assumed to be uniformly occupying the entire plot area, i.e.,364

the vegetation fraction was set to one for each of the plant types. This apparent simplifica-365

tion neglects the spatial heterogeneity of canopy, i.e., the existence of gaps as well as patches366

with LAI higher than the one assumed. Remote-sensing data that permit the inverse estima-367

tion of LAI, e.g., the data from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, MODIS368

(http:modis.gsfc.nasa.gov, Myneni et al., 2002), do not offer sufficient resolution and quality369

to assess the degree of such variability at the study site. The importance of representation370

of canopy heterogeneity at the tree scale is hard to assess since relevant studies are still in371

their nascence (e.g., Bohrer et al., 2009).372
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2.5.4 Below-ground vegetation components373

Each of the tree types defined above according to the canopy level (section 2.5.3) contributes374

to the distribution of fine root biomass described in section 2.4. A first-order assumption one375

can make is that each of the types contributes equally to the observed density at any depth z376

and therefore root density for any tree type can be obtained as the total root biomass divided377

by three. For each of the considered maximum root depths, ZRootD and ZRootS , this serves378

as the “control” scenario (Figure 3b) against which all other root distribution scenarios are379

compared.380

Certainly, the control root distribution case is only one plausible scenario of the shape of381

individual profiles corresponding to trees that have different positions in the canopy. Since382

it is practically impossible to quantify the distribution of a root fraction of a given tree type383

in the bulk root biomass from in situ observations and, to the author’s knowledge, there384

are no available generic methodologies, this study has generated an ensemble of individual385

root distributions using the following qualitative constraints: 1) the top-canopy (overstory)386

trees have deeper roots and their root fraction at shallower soil depths should be smaller387

than that of trees located lower in the canopy; 2) the bottom-canopy (understory) trees388

have shallower roots and their root fraction at shallower soil depths should be larger than389

that of trees located higher in the canopy; 3) the roots of mid-canopy trees have a somewhat390

intermediate position and fraction as compared to the roots of top- and bottom-canopy trees;391

4) the distribution of the total root biomass obtained as the sum of individual profiles at392

each depth has to be equal to the generalized profile described in section 2.4. The developed393

ad-hoc partition procedure yielded twelve additional permutations of individual root profiles394

that are illustrated in Figure 3b. As the number of permutation scenario increases, the395
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profiles become more different from the “control” root scenario and trees of the upper canopy396

level contain progressively higher fraction of roots at deeper locations (Figure 4b, left hand-397

side dashed line), while trees of the bottom canopy layer contain higher fraction of roots398

at shallower soil layers (Figure 4b, right hand-side solid line). For example, in the case of399

largest difference among the profiles, the roots of understory trees extend only to ∼1.2 m,400

the root depth of mid-canopy trees is ∼2.8 m, while roots of overstory trees occupy the entire401

depth ZRootD.402

The depth ZRootS = 6 m was considered in the design to represent another choice of the403

maximum possible root depth. Thirteen root permutations were generated by terminating404

the individual profiles shown in Figure 3b at the depth ZRootS to exclude roots beyond that405

depth.406

The ecohydrology model requires the input of a potential strength of moisture sink in407

each subsurface mesh node (Ivanov et al., 2008). Such a profile is obtained by computing the408

fraction of roots contained in a control volume of each mesh node with respect to the total409

root biomass. Twenty six permutations of fractional profiles for the two cases of maximum410

root depth are illustrated in Figure 4.411

2.5.5 Soil moisture initialization412

The deep soil profile of a fine-textured soil may exhibit significant memory effects due to413

the persistence of soil moisture initial conditions in simulations. This study attempted to414

minimize such adverse initialization impacts by using a model “spin-up.” Specifically, each415

scenario of maximum root depth (ZRoot) for each soil type was simulated with 20 years of416

meteorological forcing obtained as five four-year cycles of the original forcing data, 01/2002-417

01/2006. The soil matric head profile at the end of each of these spin-up simulations was418
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used to initialize simulations for the corresponding combination of soil type and root depth.419

3 Results420

3.1 Model calibration421

The tRIBS+VEGGIE model does not have an automated parameter calibration routine.422

Manual model calibration was carried out with the main objective to match the observed423

daily and seasonal cycles of net radiation, latent and sensible heat fluxes.424

Since the study addresses the effects of dry periods on vegetation water uptake, the soil425

hydraulic parameters (Table 2) and the root fractions specifying the strength of transpiration426

moisture sinks (see Appendix C, equation (C-2)) should also be considered as unknown427

parameters. An arbitrary choice of soil type and root distribution would be unjustified since428

both can strongly affect the dynamics of plant water limitations. Therefore, the calibration429

strategy was based on the assumption that forest does not experience any water stress during430

drought periods. An empirical evidence of an increase of forest greenness during prolonged431

dry periods (e.g., Huete et al., 2006; Myneni et al., 2007; Saleska et al., 2007) support such432

an assumption to a certain extent. During calibration, water stress for each tree type was433

artificially set to zero at each computational step and, consequently, calibration was soil-434

type and root-distribution independent. As a result, latent heat flux, simulated accounting435

for the energy constraints of (B-5) - (B-7) (Appendix B), essentially represented “potential436

evapotranspiration.”437

Note that the total observed day-time sensible and latent heat fluxes are lower than the438

observed net radiation: by 21.5% during wet season and by 19.5% during dry season periods439
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(see a detailed discussion in Hutyra et al., 2007). This substantially complicates the definition440

of an exact energy partition. Since net radiation was believed to be measured more precisely441

than heat fluxes, its accurate simulation at the daily and seasonal scales was specifically442

targeted. The simulated net radiation thus matched observations nearly perfectly, as will be443

demonstrated in section 3.4.444

By design, the model conserves energy and therefore any partition of simulated net445

radiation into heat fluxes cannot compare favorably with the measured values because of the446

aforementioned 19.5-21.5% heat imbalance in observational data. This “surplus” heat energy447

was distributed among the fluxes of latent, sensible, and ground heat and fluxes going into448

storage (heat exchanged by precipitation was not accounted for, see Hutyra et al., 2007, for449

further statement of issues related to seasonal heat budget closure). To some extent, the final450

outcome of calibration is therefore affected by this subjective partition; but it is difficult to451

assess its exact impact. Several additional simulations were carried out in which parameters452

were re-defined, so as to make either latent or sensible heat receive a higher fraction of the453

“surplus” energy (not shown). It was inferred that the main conclusions of this study hold454

regardless of the decision made in calibration.455

All of the model parameters used in the description of energy fluxes are provided in Table456

3. Among these, the parameters of the “Interception” and “Water uptake” groups were not457

modified. Most of the “Biophysical” parameters were assigned based on values reported458

in literature (e.g., Bonan, 2008); only αleaf
Λ and τ leaf

Λ (VIS band) were slightly modified459

to represent the properties of vegetation acclimation to different vertical positions in the460

canopy. Using the same considerations, only Vmax 25 and ǫ3,4 parameters were calibrated in461

the “Biophysical” group.462
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Because of the long-term integration scale, the calibrated diurnal heat flux cycles for463

wet or dry seasons do not exhibit significant differences with respect to the cycles obtained464

for many combinations of soil type and root distribution. The discussion of diurnal energy465

cycles will thus be presented later in section 3.4, based on Figure 8. The annual cycle466

of evapotranspiration obtained in the calibration procedure is illustrated in Figure 5a, as467

the “no stress” scenario. As seen, its comparison with the annual cycle derived from the468

observational data is qualitatively satisfactory.469

3.2 Annual cycle of evapotranspiration and water stress: identical470

root distributions471

Figure 5 presents the simulation results as averaged annual cycles of evapotranspiration472

components computed for the three soil scenarios under the assumption of the identical473

root fractional distribution (i.e., the “control” distribution, see section 2.5.4 and Figure 3b).474

Specifically, the maximum root depth was set to either ZRootD or ZRootS and all tree types475

were assigned to have the identical root profile, which is the root scenario #1 (see Figure476

3b). Figure 5a illustrates that the model exhibits poor performance during dry seasons,477

i.e., a depressed flux of total evapotranspiration is simulated, as compared to observations478

(particularly, for the ZRootS scenarios). As Figure 5a and 5b show, evaporation from soil479

and canopy interception storage show no sensitivity to any of the soil or root scenarios. The480

poor model performance during the period of August through December is thus because of481

dampening of the transpiration flux as the dry season progresses. The case of shallower root482

system (i.e., the maximum depth is ZRootS = 6 m) exhibits highest sensitivity for all soil483

types.484
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Figure 5c illustrates the cycles of the soil moisture availability factor (see Appendix C),485

βT , computed as the average for the three tree types. The departure of βT from unity indi-486

cates soil control on the transpiration flux and water limitation experienced by vegetation,487

i.e., (1 − βT ) can be interpreted as a metric of water stress. As seen in the figure, all of the488

soil-root scenarios resulted in some degree of water stress experienced during dry periods.489

However, the average stress is fairly small for the ZRootD = 30.2 m root scenario. The latter490

result implies that having (very) deep roots may be a sufficient strategy for avoiding the491

drought stress (the annual root water uptake is distributed over a larger soil depth, which492

makes the uptake density smaller per unit depth).493

3.3 Sensitivity of evapotranspiration to niches of water uptake:494

vertically varying root profiles495

Following the simulations that assumed the identical root distribution for trees having differ-496

ent positions in the canopy, vertically varying root profiles (corresponding to specific uptake497

niches discussed in section 2.5.4) were introduced. In addition to the “control” root profile,498

12 permutations of individual root profiles were used for the two maximum root depths,499

ZRootD and ZRootS, resulting in 26 root scenarios for each soil type and, therefore, 78 to-500

tal simulation scenarios. Figure 6a illustrates the factor βT computed as the time-average501

value for a particular permutation scenario of root distribution (also averaged across the502

tree types). As seen, the more vertically “segregated” the profiles become (i.e., the higher503

the root scenario number), the less overall stress is reproduced by the model. The shallower504

root scenarios exhibit substantially higher sensitivity to root permutations than deeper root505

scenarios.506
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Figure 6b shows the pattern of the root mean square error (RMSEET ) of mean daily507

evapotranspiration with respect to the observed magnitudes. The behavior does not replicate508

that of βT but this can be explained by the fact that, overall, the model overestimates509

evapotranspiration flux. The higher βT implies even higher magnitudes, which thus lead to510

a somewhat poorer comparison of the simulation results in terms of RMSEET for larger511

numbers of root scenario.512

Figures 6c and 6d interpret the patterns of βT and RMSEET behavior with respect to513

the root scenarios in terms of times series of evapotranspiration flux. The “TH” soil type514

is used that exhibited the highest water stress for the “control” root profile (Figure 5c) as515

well as the highest sensitivity of results to the permutations of tree root profiles (Figure 6a).516

As the root scenario number increases, indicating the growing degree of difference in the517

root fractional distributions, the model performance improves during dry seasons. This is518

particularly pronounced for the the shallower root scenarios that correspond to the maximum519

root depth ZRootS (Figure 6d). The effect of improvement is not as pronounced for the dry520

season of month 20 through 26; a closer inspection however points to a possible problem in521

radiation forcing of the model for this time period.522

One has to keep in mind that as the center of mass of root fractional distribution changes523

with the number of permutation scenario, so does the inter-related effect of moisture uptake524

because of the continuity of soil water profile. In other words, trees taking up moisture525

in a particular region of the soil profile necessarily impact uptake characteristics in other526

soil layers. So, how are the scenarios exhibiting less water stress expressed in terms of the527

subsurface moisture dynamics? Figure 7 illustrates the temporal evolution of soil moisture528

profile for the two root scenarios corresponding to the maximum root depth ZRootS : the529
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identical, “control” root scenario (#1) and scenario #13 (assumes that overstory trees have530

an almost uniform profile and thus the center of mass of root density is at a deeper location,531

while trees of the bottom canopy layer contain all roots within the top 1.2 m). The figure532

clearly shows that the root scenario #13 avoids the extreme seasonal drying of the upper533

soil layer, where the “control” root scenario assumes the location of the centers of root mass534

for all trees. The scenario #13 leads to a more uniform distribution of the drying signal with535

depth. It can be generally inferred that the variance of soil moisture profile over the root536

zone depth during dry seasons is smaller for the higher root scenario number (not shown).537

It can also be concluded that there is no significant effect of root distribution on the soil538

moisture dynamics during wet periods, except for the year of 2003 that had an unusually low539

wet season rainfall. By wetting the deep soil profile down to 36 m (not shown), wet season540

precipitation appears to have a “re-setting” effect on soil water as the next drying season541

starts at an almost uniform profile of moisture near 0.55-0.57 volumetric content. As argued542

later, this is an important characteristic of soil moisture seasonality that might affect stability543

of the rainforest system from the perspective of soil water limitation on photosynthesis. Note544

that while related, this is different from the analysis of Hutyra et al. (2005) who used drought545

frequency as a surrogate metric of the vulnerability and resilience of Amazonian vegetation546

(see a discussion in section 4.2).547

3.4 Seasonality of energy fluxes548

Figure 8 illustrates the observed and simulated diurnal cycles of energy fluxes. The results549

correspond to the “CO” soil parameterization, root scenario #6 that did not exhibit ap-550

preciable water stress and thus the results are also representative of calibration (see section551
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3.1).552

The observed cycle of net radiation is almost perfectly reproduced in the simulation553

results; however, the simulated heat cycles exhibit certain differences from observations. As554

pointed out in section 3.1, one of the principal difficulties in objective evaluation of such a555

comparison is the fact that measurements of latent and sensible heat fluxes do not balance556

the observed net radiation by about 20%. Since the modeled fluxes have to conserve net557

radiation exactly, the difference with observations was subjectively distributed among the558

different flux terms. The inclusion of ground heat (small) and storage (Appendix A) terms559

helps in balancing the net radiative flux but the overall partition does not appear to be most560

appropriate. For example, sensible heat flux is generally “overestimated” throughout the day;561

the latent heat flux is “underestimated” in the first half of the day but is “overestimated”562

during the second half. The underestimation effect is partially due to the inclusion of the563

heat storage term; yet, the net effect is that the total evapotranspiration is somewhat larger564

than observed, particularly during dry seasons (see Figure 5a).565

Figure 9 shows the computed temperatures of canopy layers and undercanopy ground566

(subplots (a) and (b)) that lead to the modeled energy partition. The figure also illustrates567

the partition of the total simulated latent heat flux into contributions from different canopy568

layers (subplots (c) and (d)). The results are consistent: the top canopy layer exhibits569

highest temperatures during the day-light hours and the lowest temperatures during night-570

time hours; middle and bottom canopy layers show progressively smaller diurnal temperature571

variability and are somewhat warmer than the above-canopy air temperature throughout572

the day; ground surface temperature has the lowest diurnal variability and exhibits cooler573

temperatures during day-light hours because of low levels of radiation reaching the forest574
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floor. The partition of the total canopy layer latent heat shows a peculiar feature of the575

system: despite the assumed same LAI for all canopy layers, the top canopy level contributes576

by far the highest evapotranspiration flux, with lower canopy levels contributing progressively577

smaller fluxes. Such a feature is apparently related to the substantially higher light levels578

that are simulated for the top canopy, and, to a lesser extent, to the assigned distribution579

of Vmax values (Table 3). The implication of this result is that the influence of soil or root580

distribution on the total forest evapotranspiration is conveyed through the effect on the581

function of overstory trees. Note also that by harvesting most radiation and transpiring582

the largest amounts of water, the overstory trees should be most vulnerable to fluctuating583

rainfall. However, as inferred and argued later, this has led to a specific adaptation strategy584

in terms of their root distribution.585

3.5 Soil’s effects586

Three soil types were used in the study and the relevant question one has to ask is whether587

soil hydraulic properties exert a significant effect on the simulated dynamics of evapotranspi-588

ration and how they might be related to the root vertical variability. One may hypothesize,589

for example, that the “optimal” root distribution would minimize water losses from the root590

zone. The results shown in Figure 10 partially confirm such an assumption. Specifically,591

Figure 10 shows the cumulative net flux at the bottom of root zone of each tree type ob-592

tained for the entire simulation period (positive values indicate downward flux recharging593

deeper aquifers). As the root scenario number increases, the net flux from the root zone594

of overstory trees exhibits a minimum for scenarios #6 - 8 for the deeper root scenarios595

(subplots (a) through (c)); and progressively decreases for the shallower root scenarios (sub-596
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plots (d) through (f)). The losses from the root zones of understory trees and mid-canopy597

trees progressively increase for the deeper root scenarios; in the case of the shallower root598

scenarios, they reach a minimum for the scenarios #8 - 11. Note also that the results are599

only marginally sensitive with respect to the soil type: all types lead to essentially the same600

magnitudes of the net flux.601

Another plausible effect hypothesized at the beginning of this study is that soil’s capillary602

properties may impact moisture availability in the root zone. Specifically, if a sufficiently603

high gradient of soil matric potential is created in the root zone because of moisture uptake604

by plants, a flow in the direction opposite to the gravitational force may take place. Roots605

may thus start “pulling” water from soil layers below the root zone, thereby generating an606

additional moisture source. The predominance of fine texture clayey soils at the site makes607

such a hypothesis theoretically possible.608

Figure 11 illustrates the cumulative upward flux into the root zone of each tree type609

obtained for the entire simulation period. Only results for the shallower root scenarios610

are shown as the fluxes were zero for all soil-root combinations in the case of scenarios611

corresponding to the maximum root depth ZRootD. The total upward flux is very small612

for all considered cases and represents smaller than one hundredth of percent of the total613

annual transpiration by trees at all levels. The results are consistent among all soil types.614

The conclusion therefore is that capillary flow into the root zone from deeper layers cannot615

represent a significant surplus of water available for transpiration uptake.616

Note that simulated subsurface water dynamics may exhibit minor diurnal fluctuations of617

near-surface soil moisture (not shown). They are related to the capillary effects of periodically618

developing high gradients of soil water potential during dry periods. Specifically, moisture619
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decreases during day-time because of transpiration and increases at night-time because of620

the capillary pull of water from lower depths. These dynamics can only be observed in621

shallow soil layers (e.g., see Figure 3 in da Rocha et al., 2004). They dissipate with depth622

and become insignificant at the bottom of root zone of any tree type represented by the623

model (e.g., Figure 11). Note that they are only related to the soil’s effect and have nothing624

to do with the effect of hydraulic redistribution hypothesized earlier by a number of studies625

with respect to empirically obtained soil moisture data at the km 83 flux tower site da Rocha626

et al. (2004).627

4 Discussion628

4.1 Root niche separation as the likeliest expression of adaptation629

strategy630

One cannot completely resolve the exact water-stress avoidance mechanism without addi-631

tional information. Given the amount of water evaporated in the dry season, it is clear that632

roots must extend to several meters. The notable result that largest trees die first when633

there is a wet season rainfall deficit, but only after several years, suggest that the largest634

trees are very deeply rooted. It also indicates that trees allocate roots so that trees occu-635

pying particular niches in the canopy have roots in comparable niches in the soil profile. In636

the long-term rainfall exclusion experiment in Tapajós, detailed in Nepstad et al. (2007), a637

severe, four-year drought episode that was simulated by excluding 60% of throughfall during638

each wet season for a 1-ha forest treatment plot. After 3.2 years of the experiment, “sur-639

prisingly, the mortality of large trees began only during the final year of the experiment...640
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the treatment resulted in ... mortality rates increased 4.5-fold among large trees (> 30 cm641

dbh) and twofold among medium trees (10-30 cm dbh) ... whereas the smallest stems were642

less responsive” (Nepstad et al., 2007). The following discussion draws an important analogy643

between the outcomes of this field monitoring program and inferences of this study.644

A priori, if a decrease of wet season precipitation is imposed in numerical simulations, a645

similar effect of vulnerability of overstory trees should emerge, provided the model realisti-646

cally reproduces relevant processes of heat-water exchange. Obviously, the effect can only be647

expressed in terms of increased water stress, not mortality, as the latter cannot be reliably648

modeled in a deterministic fashion. In an attempt to verify this notion, a rainfall scenario649

was developed in which precipitation was reduced by 60% from January through June of each650

year, over the period of 01/2002-01/2006, i.e., thereby mimicking the design of Nepstad et al.651

(2002), who carried out their monitoring in the close proximity to the km 67 site. Figure652

12 illustrates a comparison of dynamics of the soil moisture availability factor βT obtained653

in simulations with observed and reduced wet season precipitation. The identical, “control”654

root scenario #1 and the root scenario #13 (highest differences among the root profiles cor-655

rresponding to trees at different canopy levels) were used. In simulations described in section656

3.3, the root scenario #1 exhibited maximum, while scenario #13 exhibited minimum water657

stress, the stress being interpreted as 1 − βT . As seen in the figure, the scenario #13 with658

observed (not decreased) precipitation forcing exhibits only minor water deficiencies during659

three dry seasons and they are only characteristic of understory trees. Overstory trees are660

not water-limited and this is the case for both soil types, as inferred from Figures 12a and661

12b.662

For the identical root scenario #1, the 60% decrease of wet season precipitation leads to663
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similar water stresses experienced by all trees (Figures 12a and 12b, blue lines). This would664

imply nearly identical mortality rates for overstory and understory trees. One can infer that665

deep roots, without root niches, is likely to produce more uniform mortality than observed.666

For the root scenario #13, the 60% decrease of wet season precipitation does not affect667

water availability of understory and mid-canopy trees significantly: they are able to transpire668

taking up most of the dry season and a fraction of wet season precipitation. Similarly, the669

effect of precipitation shortage is not appreciable for overstory trees until 2 - 2.5 years after670

the beginning of simulations. This implies that top-canopy trees exploit water surplus stored671

in deep soils recharged via earlier wet season rainfall. The water stress sets in towards the672

end of the second dry season and aggravates severely by the end of the fourth year. At673

that time, overstory trees cannot satisfy their water needs by more than 50% (Figures 12a674

and 12b). In actual conditions, this would translate in an increase of mortality of overstory675

trees. To provide a better insight, Figure 13 provides a graphical illustration of the soil water676

simulations, when the root permutation scenario #13 is assumed. It shows the depletion677

of deeper soil moisture reservoir during the first 2-2.5 years. A subsequent aggravation of678

conditions for depths larger than 3.5 m is apparent, as wetting fronts resulting from rainfall679

events do not penetrate beyond that depth.680

The above results demonstrate that differential rooting depths can explain both the681

avoidance of seasonal drought stress by the entire rain forest ecosystem and vulnerability of682

overstory trees in conditions of a long-term drought. This strongly indicates that root niche683

separation is the likeliest expression of the evolutionary adaptation strategy resulting from a684

trade-off between the requirement of sustained productivity for canopy-dominant trees and685

the risk of periodic soil water limitation.686
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4.2 Wet season rainfall as key factor of ecosystem stability687

Qualitatively comparing Figure 13 with Figure 7, one may propose that by wetting the deep688

soil profile (down to 36 m, not shown), wet season precipitation has a “re-setting” effect on689

soil water, so that plants transit to dry season conditions with plentiful moisture. Because690

overstory trees can access deeper soil layers, moisture that takes its origin from wet season691

rainfall may exert a buffering effect on severity of drought conditions of any particular year692

(or two, as the simulations demonstrate). However, if dry conditions persist for a period of693

time longer than the duration of the buffering effect, overstory trees will reach a “tipping”694

point in water stress and a sharply growing mortality would be the outcome. Mid-canopy and695

understory trees will likely also become vulnerable to drought conditions once the overstory696

canopy becomes thinner and a stronger drying effect is exerted on these trees. A further697

non-linear effect would be a drier, combustible litter layer in the forest floor (Ray et al.,698

2005) that would enhance the occurrence of fires and further enhancement of tree mortality699

(Cochrane et al., 1999). Consequently, one may conclude that interannual variability of wet700

season precipitation is an important characteristic of seasonality that affects stability of the701

rainforest system at the location of study site.702

In order to further stress the latter notion, additional simulation scenarios were developed703

in which wet season precipitation was varied between 40% and 90%. Figure 14 illustrates the704

soil moisture availability factor βT and the total recharge flux at different depths as functions705

of the variable wet season precipitation. As seen, the total recharge in the top 0-3 m layer706

scales almost linearly with reductions in wet season precipitation; a threshold effect can be707

observed for deeper soil layers, which are essentially not reached by the unsaturated flow if708

30-50% and higher reductions are applied. Consequently, a sharp decrease in availability of709
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soil water is observed for overstory trees when 50% and higher reductions are used (Figure710

14).711

One may further hypothesize that long-term reduction of wet season precipitation can712

reach a threshold sufficient to cause complete mortality of overstory trees, defined by in-713

adequate amounts to recharge deep soils for 2-3 years in succession. While the subsequent714

transient changes of the forest structure and differential responses of tree species are hard715

to assess, it is not impossible that the same threshold would represent a “tipping” point for716

the entire system, potentially leading to a collapse of the evergreen equatorial biome and717

its replacement by seasonal forest. This result agrees with the factors limiting the extent of718

evergreen forests inferred from the biogeographical study of Hutyra et al. (2007). This study719

found that forest were extant (prior to deforestation) up to a boundary where the accessible720

soil depth became depleted on average for two or more successive years, i.e., a very different721

approach lead to a similar answer to what was inferred here.722

4.3 Robustness of results723

The model uses a number of parameters that are reported in Tables 2 and 3. The ensemble724

of scenarios of soil hydraulic properties was assumed to include the possible variability of725

soil textures that occur in the vicinity of the flux tower site (Hutyra et al., 2007). As the726

results demonstrate, the essential inferences of the study are not sensitive with respect to a727

soil hydraulic parameterization.728

The parameter space of several vegetation characteristics (section 3.1) has been explored729

during manual model calibration efforts. However, the parameter values were kept within730

their narrow “biophysically-realistic” ranges that were accepted in numerous previous land-731
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surface modeling studies (e.g., Bonan, 2008). This ensures consistency with field-measured732

values.733

The sensitivity of modeling results was explored with respect to two parameters that734

are particularly uncertain and hard to infer from in situ observations. They are the soil735

water potential at which stomatal closure begins, Ψ∗, and the soil water potential at which736

plant wilting begins, Ψw (Table 3). Because of the sensitivity of latent heat simulation737

with respect to these parameters, in all simulations they were set to sufficiently high values738

(i.e., low negative values). That led to a seasonally earlier onset of water stress conditions739

and therefore represented a less conservative approach to mimicking drought effects on the740

process of transpiration. For lower and higher values of these parameters, the inferences of741

the study remain the same, as detailed in Appendix D.742

4.4 Potential applicability to other rainforest areas743

One may further propose the applicability of the root niche separation hypothesis to other744

sites, where higher mortality of canopy-dominant trees have been observed following drought745

episodes. For example, Phillips et al. (2010) report that large trees are most vulnerable to746

drought-related mortality, based on an analysis of the response in forest plots to a short,747

intense drought in the Amazon in 2005. Yet it is hard to reconcile what appears to be a748

fairly high sensitivity of tree mortality reported in Phillips et al. (2010) study (e.g., increased749

mortality following a single intense drought) with an apparently more robust forest system in750

the Tapajós rainfall exclusion experiment, where increased mortality was not observed until751

the third year, which is about the same time lag necessary for reaching the drought-related752

“tipping point” in this modeling study. It may be difficult to draw analogies because the753
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results of Phillips et al. (2010) do not allow the evaluation of the circumstances under which754

mortality occurred at different sites. Such circumstances could include the dynamics of pre-755

2005 rainfall (e.g., consistently low annual totals could have initiated drought signal build-up756

in deep soil before the severe 2005 episode), the increased temperatures and radiation load757

caused by the real drought (absent from the experimental manipulation), the age charac-758

teristics of dying trees (e.g., older trees might be more vulnerable because of imperfections759

developed over time in xylem hydraulics that might effectively increase Ψ∗ and Ψw), the760

differential effects of soil textures, etc. Overall, Phillips et al. (2010) data neither strongly761

confirm, nor contradict the hypothesis of root niche separation.762

The main outcomes of the other long-term rainfall exclusion experiment in the Caxiuanã763

National Forest in the eastern Amazon (da Costa et al., 2010) were very similar to the results764

of the experiment in Tapajós. Several hydrologically significant differences may be noted for765

that site: (a) shallower, 10-15 m deep, sandy oxisol soils; (b) periodic wetting by groundwater766

at 10-15 m during wet seasons, which most certainly limits the maximum rooting depth; and767

(c) rainfall was excluded both during dry seasons and wet seasons (although da Costa et al.768

(2010) note that dry seasons in Caxiuanã exhibit higher precipitation than in Tapajós). One769

may therefore suggest that in the Caxiuanã National Forest: 1) because of a more conductive770

soil, rainfall more rapidly recharges deeper layers, so large trees may also benefit from dry771

season rainfall; 2) overstory trees have the opportunity to pull shallower groundwater by772

capillarity (water table is not affected by rainfall exclusion because of flow advection in the773

saturated zone), in the case a drought signal develops in soil; and 3) understory-medium774

trees had somewhat less advantage, as compared to the conditions in Tapajós, because of775

both experimentally reduced dry season rainfall and more conductive soil. This is consistent776
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with the observation that drought-induced mortality in the Caxiuanã experiment was not777

as strongly skewed towards large trees as it was in the Tapajós experiment. All of these778

facts are consistent with the proposed hypothesis of root niche separation. A more detailed779

analysis could provide more insight and a stronger possible confirmation but this is beyond780

the scope of the current study.781

5 Conclusions782

This study has addressed linkages between the subsurface moisture dynamics and evapo-783

transpiration of a mature Amazonian rainforest. As in any modeling study, a number of784

simplifying assumptions were made, which are particularly difficult to avoid for such a com-785

plex system as the rainforest. Despite the fairly simple structure, the model mimics essential786

processes of heat flow and storage with a particular emphasis on soil hydraulics and the787

effects of tree root distribution on soil moisture dynamics. Specific model assumptions and788

relevant parameterizations are detailed in earlier work of Ivanov et al. (2008) and Appendices789

A, B, and C.790

The study clearly indicates that the soil’s capillary action, i.e., the upward unsaturated791

water flow caused by the gradient in soil matric potential due to transpirational uptake, is792

not a sufficient mechanism to explain stress avoidance. The estimated quantities of water793

transfer are too small for any permutation of soil-root scenario to justify a significant surplus794

of moisture available for plant uptake. The conclusion is also consistent for all soil types795

used in the study.796

The results indicate that rainforest trees can have at least two or, most likely, a combina-797

tion thereof, drought avoidance strategies at the study site. Firstly, all trees may have a very798
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deep root structure exhibiting majority of roots located in the top soil layer and progres-799

sively smaller densities at deeper locations. The open question remains though whether such800

deep rooting is feasible in terms of plant-soil hydraulics and soil diffusion of oxygen required801

for root functioning. This study has not addressed this question and detailed/mechanistic802

models of tree hydraulics and soil processes of gas diffusion would be needed.803

The second proposed strategy is that roots of trees located at different canopy levels804

occupy particular water uptake niches in the soil profile. Specifically, overstory trees receive805

most radiation and transpire the largest amounts of water; in order to reduce the risk of806

vulnerability due to seasonally fluctuating rainfall, these trees developed root systems that807

are more uniform and extend to larger depths to exploit deeper soil moisture. During drought808

episodes, fractionally higher root biomass at deeper soil locations (as compared, for example,809

to the bulk root profile shown in Figure 3a) permits access to moisture originating from wet810

season precipitation. In contrast, because understory trees are constantly light-limited, their811

relative contribution to the total transpiration flux is significantly smaller, as compared to812

the contribution of overstory trees. They therefore do not need to allocate roots deeply and813

their root profiles contain majority of biomass in shallow surface layers. Full access to water814

from infrequent dry season precipitation events (and, possibly, a limited access to wet season815

moisture during drought periods) is sufficient for these trees to avoid seasonal drought stress.816

Evidence of mortaility of large overstory trees by Nepstad et al. (2007) at a nearby location in817

Tapajós and conceptually the same inference from a numerical experiment of reduction of wet818

season rainfall demonstrated in this study confirm that root niche separation is the likeliest819

the expression of the actual mechanism of drought avoidance strategy at the study location.820

Furthermore, a remarkable consistency of post-drought mortality of large, canopy-dominant821
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trees across a number of sites including Tapajós, the location of another rainfall exclusion822

experiment in the eastern Amazon (da Costa et al., 2010), and other tropical areas (Phillips823

et al., 2010) indicates that differential rooting depth may represent a more geographically824

wide-spread mechanism of adaptation of tropical trees to seasonal and interannual drought825

episodes. The previous biogeographical study of Hutyra et al. (2007) also supports the view826

that recharge of the deep soil reservoir every two years, or more often, is sufficient to support827

evergreen Amazonian forests, but forests do not survive in areas with less frequent wetting828

of deep soils.829

Overall, the proposed adaptation strategy of root niche separation is in conceptual ac-830

cordance with the likely outcome of plant trade-off between the evolutionary requirement831

of sustained productivity and the risks imposed by soil water limitation. By mining deep832

soil moisture, overstory trees exploit the buffering effect of wet season precipitation against833

severity of drought conditions of any particular year. As explored here in a number of syn-834

thetic scenarios, wet season rainfall therefore represents a vital characteristic affecting the835

stability of the rainforest system at the location of the study site.836
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APPENDIX841

A Model formulation details842

The model formulation described in Ivanov et al. (2008) has been substantially modified to843

adapt the model to conditions of the study site. The changes are outlined in the following.844

1. In order to represent the stratification of vertical canopy structure (section 2.1), the845

model canopy is partitioned into three layers, i.e., a “three-big-leaf” formulation of846

the canopy is used. The underlying idea is to represent the highest (overstory), mid-847

range, and smallest (understory) trees Vieira et al. (2004) that are parameterized as848

different functional types, but still classified as broadleaf evergreen tropical trees. The849

three-layer structure permits the resolution of the shortwave and longwave radiation850

distributions that drive photosynthesis, determine stomatal conductance and leaf en-851

ergy balance in each “big-leaf”, along with the canopy microclimate. In order to852

facilitate three canopy layers, the formulations of several modules have been changed.853

(a) The two-stream approximation of radiative transfer within vegetative canopies854

developed by Dickinson (1983) and Sellers (1985) has been analytically solved for855

three canopy layers. The same assumptions as specified in the original derivation856

were used.857

(b) The net longwave radiation for each of the canopy layers has been explicitly858

formulated using equations (13), (15), and (16) and the same approximation of859

the dependence of canopy emissivity on foliage biomass as specified in Ivanov860

et al. (2008). Note that the net longwave radiation formulated for a given canopy861
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layer is dependent on its canopy temperature as well as temperatures of all other862

layers (see Appendix B).863

(c) The parameterization of admixture transfer due to forced convection has been864

entirely re-formulated to account for the three-layer canopy structure. Two prin-865

cipal transfer pathways are identified: air space above and within canopy. In the866

air space above canopy, the mean wind speed distribution follows the logarithmic867

profile (Brutsaert , 1982, p. 58) u(z) = u∗/κ ln((z − d0)/z0m) and the turbulent868

(eddy) diffusivity is linear with height Km(z) = κu∗(z − d0), where z [m] is the869

height (zero at the ground surface, positive upward), u∗ [m s−1] is the friction870

velocity, κ = 0.41 is the von Karman constant, Htop = 40.0 [m] is the assumed871

vegetation height at the study site, Zatm = Htop + 17.8 [m] is the level of wind872

observations, d0 = 29 [m] is the displacement height, and z0m = 1.3 [m] is the mo-873

mentum roughness length. The two latter variables, z0m and d0, are formulated874

for canopy represented as a single roughness layer and their values are accepted875

from the study of Simon et al. (2005). The heat flux calculation is not sensitive876

to these characteristic lengths. The transfer is controlled by the bulk transfer877

resistance, ra 0 [s m−1], for the path from the top of the canopy to the level of878

observations obtained as879

ra 0 =
∫ Zatm

Htop

Km(z)−1dz =
1

ku∗

ln

(

Zatm − d0

Htop − d0

)

, (A-1)

where u∗ = u(Zatm) k
[

ln
(

Zatm−d0

z0m

)]

−1
. Note that stability corrections are not880

explicitly introduced, which therefore assumes forced convection to be the pre-881

dominant mechanism of admixture (vapor, heat) transfer. Conditions conducive882
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to the predominant effect of free convection and its corresponding parameteriza-883

tion are defined in the same fashion as specified in Ivanov et al. (2008).884

In the air space within canopy, the mean in-canopy wind speed distribution is885

u(z) = u(Htop) exp[−a(1 − z/Htop)] (Brutsaert , 1982, p. 100). The decrease886

of the eddy diffusivity Km within canopy can be approximated with the same887

function (Brutsaert , 1982, p. 106): Km(z) = Km(Htop) exp[−a(1 − z/Htop)],888

where Km(Htop) = ku∗(Htop − d0). The parameter a is a wind decay coef-889

ficient that changes with canopy density (Choudhury and Monteith). In this890

study, it was assumed to be constant, a = 3.0, due to fairly small intra-annual891

dynamics of the canopy biomass. Subsequently, the in-canopy distribution of892

the bulk transfer resistance to the upward transfer of an admixture is given by893

ra(z) =
∫Htop

z Km(x)−1dx. Note that, for any height interval within the canopy,894

one can define an “effective” resistance. Using the mean value for the bulk transfer895

resistance r̄a [s m−1] for an i-th layer:896

r̄a i =
1

∆Z

∫ Ztop i

Ztop i−1

ra(z)dz =
1

∆Z Km(Htop)

(

Htop

a

)2

×

[

exp

{

a

(

1 −
Ztop i−1

Htop

)}

− exp

{

a

(

1 −
Ztop i

Htop

)}]

−
Htop

a Km(Htop)
,(A-2)

where Ztop i = Htop(N−i+1)/N is the upper height of the i-th layer (i = 1 . . . 3 for897

the bottom canopy layer Ztop i−1 = 0) and ∆Z = Ztop i−Ztop i−1. The total number898

of intervals N is assumed to be 3 in this study and therefore this formulation899

defines canopy layers to be uniformly distributed within the height Htop.900

The leaf boundary layer resistance rleaf
b (per unit leaf area), or the “excess” re-901

sistance seen by heat fluxes, varies within the canopy according to the profile of902
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the mean wind speed as 1/rleaf
b (z) = gleaf

b (z) = 0.01(u(z)/dleaf)
0.5, where gleaf

b (z)903

is the leaf boundary layer conductance and dleaf [m] is the mean leaf dimension.904

For any given layer, the resistances act in parallel from multiple sources located905

at various heights z within this layer. Therefore, the mean resistance r̄b [s m−1]906

for an i-th layer:907

1

r̄b i

=
1

∆Z

∫ Ztop i

Ztop i−1

gleaf
b (z)dz =

(

u(Htop)

dleaf

)0.5
0.01 Htop

a ∆Z
×

[

exp

{

−0.5 a

(

1 −
Ztop i

Htop

)}

− exp

{

−0.5 a

(

1 −
Ztop i−1

Htop

)}]

.(A-3)

In order to scale the leaf boundary layer resistances from the unit leaf to the unit908

ground area in computing heat fluxes, r̄b i is multiplied by an additional factor.909

For sensible heat flux, the factor is 1/(∆L+∆S), where ∆L = L/3 (∆S = S/3) is910

the leaf (stem) area index of the i-th layer and L is the total leaf area index (S is911

the total stem area index). ∆L and ∆S are assumed to be equal for all three layers912

because the leaf density was observed to be approximately constant throughout913

the canopy profile (section 2.1). For latent heat flux, the boundary layer resistance914

is computed separately for sunlit (“sun”) and shaded (“shd”) fractions of each915

of the canopy layers: r̄sun
b i = r̄b i/Lsun i, rshd

b i = r̄b i/Lshd i. The total aerodynamic916

resistance for each of the layers is then rA i = ra 0 + r̄a i + r̄b i, where the last term917

is modified for latent heat flux according to the above presentation.918

(d) The sensible and latent heat fluxes are the principal components that dissipate919

excess energy at each canopy level; ground heat flux is formulated as in Ivanov920

et al. (2008). Additionally, heat storage in a vegetation layer is also computed in921
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this study using an approximation of Moore and Fisch (1986). The specific heat922

capacity of wood, Cw, is 2.93 [J g−1 K−1], the heat capacity of foliage, Cf , is923

3.50 [J g−1 K−1]. It is further assumed that foliage is 75% water. A time-varying924

canopy biomass is accounted for by specifying its annual cycle (see section 2.5.3).925

A constant woody biomass (including both live and dead) density is assumed to926

be 30 [kg C m−2], which is higher than the total aboveground biomass estimates927

specified by Nepstad et al. (2002) and Rice et al. (2004) due to several reasons: to928

account for certain conservatism of these studies that only included trees that were929

larger than a certain size; and to implicitly account for the terms of biochemical930

energy storage and canopy air space heat storage that exhibit diurnal dynamics931

well correlated with the cycle of biomass heat storage (e.g., Gu et al., 2007).932

Apparently, this indtroduces an ad-hoc assumption, however, this does not lead933

to a significant sensitivity in the results (tested, not shown). In fact, since the934

heat exchange with rain water is not simulated, the changes in the heat storage935

of vegetation layer maybe underestimated, especially during wet periods.936

(e) Canopy Air Space (CAS) states, i.e., temperature and vapor pressure, affect the937

rates of sensible and latent heat fluxes (equations (26) and (28) in Ivanov et al.938

(2008)) and are defined for all canopy levels. The bottom-canopy layer CAS states939

are also related to the under-canopy ground temperature. See Appendix B for940

further details on flux computation.941

(f) Energy budget is formulated for each canopy layer as well as under-canopy ground.942

The system of equations is composed of four equations that do not have closed943

forms. They are formulated implicitly, with canopy layer and ground tempera-944
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tures being the state unknowns. These are found by using the Newton-Raphson945

iteration method with most of the required derivatives approximated numerically.946

See Appendix B for further details on flux computation.947

2. The mixed formulation of the Richards’ equation (Hillel , 1980; Celia et al., 1990)948

has been implemented to permit the computation of fully saturated dynamics and a949

proper treatment of flow in heterogeneous soils. The representation of deep soil profile950

explicitly resolves the propagation of wetting and drying cycles into the soil column951

underlying forest vegetation. This also permits the computation of capillary effects952

from the soil underlying the root zone.953

B Energy fluxes and state variables954

For a vegetated surface, the sensible and latent heat fluxes are partitioned into vegetation955

and ground (under-canopy) fluxes that are functions of canopy air space (“cas”) Tcas, i [K],956

vegetation (i.e., canopy layer) Tv, i [K], and ground Tg [K] temperatures. It is assumed957

that the canopy air space of a given canopy layer is not shared with other canopy layers.958

The canopy air space of the lowest layer, however, is affected by the energy fluxes from the959

underlying ground (see below).960

The sensible heat flux, H =
∑

i Hv, i +Hg, between canopy and the atmosphere at height961

zatm is partitioned into vegetation Hv, i and ground Hg [W m−2] fluxes:962

Hv, i = −ρatmCp

(Tcas, i − Tv, i)

rA, i

, (B-1)

Hg = −ρatmCp

(Tcas, 3 − Tg)

rA, g

, (B-2)
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where ρatm [kg m−3] is the density of moist air, Cp = 1013 [J kg−1 K−1] is the air heat963

capacity, Tcas, i [K] is the canopy air space temperature at level i = 1, . . . 3, rA, i and rA, g964

[s m−1] are the bulk resistances to sensible heat flux between the vegetation/ground surface965

and the atmosphere.966

The latent heat flux, λE =
∑

i λEv, i+λEg, between canopy and the atmosphere at height967

zatm is partitioned into vegetation λEv, i and ground λEg [W m−2] fluxes:968

λEv, i = −
ρatmCp

γ

(ecas, i − e∗(Tv, i))

rA, i

, (B-3)

λEg = −
ρatmCp

γ

(ecas, 3 − e∗(Tg) hsoil)

rA, g

, (B-4)

where λ [J kg−1] is the latent heat of vaporization, γ [mb K−1] is the psychrometric constant,969

ecas, i [mb] is the canopy space vapor pressure at level i = 1, . . . 3, rA i and rA, g [s m−1] are970

the bulk resistances to latent heat flux between the vegetation or ground surface and the971

atmosphere due to the transfer mechanisms involved (see discussion below). The term hsoil972

[−] is the relative humidity of the soil pore space as in Ivanov et al. (2008) (eq. 20, 21).973

The estimation of fluxes and temperatures for vegetated surfaces is complex because of974

a) the relative dependence of vegetation and ground temperatures through longwave flux;975

b) the highly non-linear stomatal response to change in vegetation temperature and the976

dependence of the latter on microclimatic conditions of canopy air space; and c) because977

stomatal function of temperature does not have a closed form and so does not its derivative.978

The canopy and ground surface energy budgets thus constitute a system of equations, which979

are non-linear, non-closed form functions of Tv, i and Tg:980

Fv, i=1, 2(Tv
, Tg) = −~Sv, i + ~Lv, i(Tv

, Tg) + Hv, i(Tv, i) + λEv, i(Tv, i) + Bv, i(Tv, i) , (B-5)
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Fv, i=3(Tv
, Tg) = −~Sv, i + ~Lv, i(Tv

, Tg) + Hv, i(Tv, i, Tg) + λEv, i(Tv, i, Tg) + Bv, i(Tv, i) ,(B-6)

Fg(Tv
, Tg) = −~Sg + ~Lg(Tv

, Tg) + Hg(Tv, 3, Tg) + λEg(Tv, 3, Tg) + G(Tg) , (B-7)

where i = 1 . . . 3, T
v

= [Tv, 1, . . . Tv, 3 ], Bv [W m−2] is biomass heat storage (see Appendix981

A), ~S and ~L [W m−2] are the net shortwave and longwave fluxes absorbed by vegetation982

(“v”) and ground (“g”), and G [W m−2] is the ground heat flux (Ivanov et al., 2008).983

The Newton-Raphson iteration method is used to simultaneously solve for Tv, i and Tg984

that balance the canopy and ground surface energy budgets. A set of linear equations for985

the temperature corrections δT that move functions of (B-5) through (B-7) closer to the986

solution can be written in the vector form as J δT = −F, where F = [Fv, 1, . . . Fv, 3, Fg, ],987

δT = [∆Tv, 1, . . . ∆Tv, 3, ∆Tg], and J is the Jacobian matrix:988

J =





















∂F1

∂Tv, 1
. . . ∂F1

∂Tg

. . . . . . . . .

∂Fg

∂Tv, 1
. . . ∂Fg

∂Tg





















, (B-8)

and989

∂Fv, i

∂Tv, i

=
∂~Lv, i(Tv

, Tg)

∂Tv, i

+
∂Hv, i(Tv, i)

∂Tv, i

+
∂λEv, i(Tv, i)

∂Tv, i

+
∂Bv, i(Tv, i)

∂Tv, i

,

∂Fv, i

∂Tv, j

=
∂~Lv, i(Tv

, Tg)

∂Tv, j

,

∂Fg

∂Tv, i

=
∂~Lg(Tv

, Tg)

∂Tv, i

+ η ,

∂Fg

∂Tg

=
∂~Lg(Tv

, Tg)

∂Tg

+
∂Hg(Tv, 3, Tg)

∂Tg

+
∂λEg(Tv, 3, Tg)

∂Tg

+
∂G(Tg)

∂Tg

,
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where i = 1, . . . 3, j = 1, . . . 3, i 6= j and990

η = 0, if i = 1, 2 (B-9)

η =
∂Hg(Tv, 3, Tg)

∂Tv, 3
+

∂λEg(Tv, 3, Tg)

∂Tv, 3
, if i = 3. (B-10)

Note that
∂λEv, i(Tv, i)

∂Tv, i
includes a numerical evaluation of the derivative of stomatal resistance991

function with respect to canopy temperature Tv, i.992

C Soil moisture availability factor993

A heuristic soil moisture availability factor βT [−] is used to regulate the stomatal conduc-994

tance based on the soil moisture distribution in the root zone. The formulation is based on995

a widely used relationship (Bonan, 1996; Feddes et al., 2001):996

βT =
Nroot
∑

j

βT, j(zj) rj(zj) , (C-1)

βT, j(zj) = max

[

0, min

(

1,
θi(zj) − θw

θ∗ − θw

)]

, (C-2)

where index j, j = 1 . . .Nroot refers to a depth zj [m] (zero at the ground surface, positive997

downward) of the soil profile mesh; the root biomass fraction rj(zj) [−] is estimated such that998

∑Nroot

j rj = 1.0; θ(zj) [mm3 mm−3] is the volumetric soil moisture content; θw [mm3 mm−3]999

is moisture content corresponding to the water potential Ψw [MPa] at which plant wilting1000

begins (Table 3); and θ∗ [mm3 mm−3] is the threshold moisture content corresponding to1001

the water potential Ψ∗ [MPa] at which stomatal closure begins (Table 3). Note that θw and1002

θ∗ depend on the selected soil water retention parameters (Table 2), following the model of1003
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van Genuchten (1980).1004

Factors βT, j(zj) are computed at each time step for each individual i−th tree type.1005

Through their effect on the stomatal conductance (Ivanov et al., 2008) they thus affect the1006

estimation of latent heat flux λEv, i in (B-3). Subsequently, factors βT, j(zj) are used as1007

weights for specifying the moisture sinks associated with transpiration in the model of soil1008

water dynamics. Note that βT, j(zj) depends on the soil hydraulic parameterization, the root1009

profile, and the soil water distribution with depth.1010

From (C-1), the lumped factor βT ∈ [0, 1] explicitly accounts for soil moisture variability1011

within the root profile by using appropriate weights of root biomass rj(zj). The departure of1012

βT from unity indicates soil control on the transpiration flux and water limitation; (1− βT )1013

can thus be interpreted as a metric of water stress experienced by vegetation.1014

D Sensitivity of soil moisture availability factor1015

The sensitivity of modeling results was explored with respect to two parameters: the soil1016

water potential at which stomatal closure begins, Ψ∗, and the soil water potential at which1017

plant wilting begins, Ψw (Table 3). Few studies provide an indirect guidance to the possible1018

ranges of Ψ∗ and Ψw in a tropical rainforest (e.g., Fisher et al., 2006). The parameters1019

are uncertain and hard to interpret from in situ observations. It is expected that the two1020

parameters are correlated and that their values vary among different species. Overal, for1021

tropical species, it is likely that Ψ∗ > −1.0 − 1.5 [MPa] and Ψw > −3.0 − 3.5 [MPa]. Five1022

additional parameter pairs of Ψ∗ and Ψw were developed (Table 1), so as to span the range1023

from the unlikely high values (scenario #1) to the unlikely low values (scenario #2).1024

In order to address the main conclusion of this study, i.e., the existence of root niches for1025
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Table 1: The scenarios of water uptake parameters.

Parameter scenario Ψ∗[MPa] Ψw[MPa]
#1 -0.3 1.5

#2 a
-0.5 -2.5

#3 -0.7 -3.0

#4 -0.9 -3.3

#5 -1.1 -3.7

#6 -1.3 -4.1

a The scenario used in the simulations described in the main text of the manuscript (see Table 3).

trees located at different canopy levels (section 4.1), the sensitivity of results was additionally1026

explored with respect to a hypothetical reduction in wet season precipitation. The fraction1027

of wet season rainfall (i.e., January through June of each year) was varied between 0.4 and1028

1.0. The results discussed in the following correspond to two contrasting cases in which1029

either the identical root profile was used for all tree types (the “control” root scenario #1,1030

Figure D-1) or specific root niches were assumed (the root scenario #13, Figure D-2). The1031

results are explored in terms of the time-averaged soil moisture availability factor βT . The1032

focus is on dry season periods, when water limitation may occur.1033

As Figure D-1 and D-2 show, the simulation results are fairly insensitive to the variation1034

in the water uptake parameters: as the parameter values are changed according to the1035

scenario number (x-axis in all plots), there is little effect on βT (averaged over dry seasons)1036

for both root scenarios. Since the factor βT is used to constrain evapotranspiration, the same1037

conclusion can be made with respect to the fluxes of water.1038

The sensitivity of βT with respect to the wet season rainfall is clearly appreciable in1039

Figure D-1. As the rainfall is varied from from 100% to 40% (the latter was used in the field1040

experiment of Nepstad et al., 2007), βT becomes increasingly smaller for all tree types. A1041

threshold for an abrupt decrease occurs at ∼ 50% and further reductions are sufficient for1042
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trees to become stressed over the long-term. If trees corresponding to different canopy levels1043

had the same root distributions, this would result in increased mortality of all trees.1044

Such a sensitivity also confirms the statement of the root niche separation as the likeliest1045

adaptation strategy. Evidently, the case with the same root profile for all tree types exhibits1046

non-negligible water limitations even with 100% wet season rainfall (Figure D-1); as the1047

fraction of rainfall is decreased, mid-canopy and understory trees are stressed as much as1048

overstory trees. This is in contrast to the scenario where root profiles exhibit most differences1049

(the root scenario #13): the root profiles of mid-canopy and understory trees exploit shal-1050

lower soil moisture, while the moisture uptake profile of overtstory trees is distributed with1051

depth more evenly. As seen in Figure D-2, overstory trees are the only ones experiencing1052

water limitations as wet season rainfall decreases. It appears that a threshold of ∼ 45−50%1053

reduction would be sufficient for overstory trees to become stressed over the long-term, which1054

may lead to complete mortality.1055
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Figure D-1: The sensitivity of the soil moisture availability factor βT to a reduction in
wet season precipitation (y-axis) and water uptake parameters Ψ∗ and Ψw (x-axis shows a
scenario number). The “CO” soil type was used. Simulation results for the root scenario #1
(the same profile is used for all trees) corresponding to the maximum root depth ZRootS = 6
m are illustrated. The averaging is carried for dry seasons only (July through December)
over the periods of either 07/2002-12/2005 (subplots (a), (c), and (e)) or 07/2005-12/2005
(subplots (b), (d), and (f)). The latter period is the last year of simulation when the effect
of rainfall reduction is expected to be most exacerbated.
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Figure D-2: The sensitivity of the soil moisture availability factor βT to a reduction in
wet season precipitation (y-axis) and water uptake parameters Ψ∗ and Ψw (x-axis shows a
scenario number). The “CO” soil type was used. Simulation results for the root scenario
#13 (most different profiles) corresponding to the maximum root depth ZRootS = 6 m are
illustrated. The averaging is carried for dry seasons only (July through December) over the
periods of either 07/2002-12/2005 (subplots (a), (c), and (e)) or 07/2005-12/2005 (subplots
(b), (d), and (f)). The latter period is the last year of simulation when the effect of rainfall
reduction is expected to be most exacerbated.
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Table 2: The soil hydraulic, heat transfer, and albedo parameters for different soil pa-
rameterization scenarios: Ks n [mm hour−1] is the saturated hydraulic conductivity in the
normal to the soil’s surface direction, θs [mm3 mm−3] is the saturation moisture content, θr

[mm3 mm−3] is the residual moisture content, n and α [mm−1] are the fit parameters of the
van Genuchten-Mualem soil hydraulic model (van Genuchten, 1980). The soil albedo and
heat transfer a parameters are assumed to be uniform for all soil parameterizations.

Soil scenario / Parameter Ks n θs θr n α

CO - surface b 35.6 0.647 0.225 1.237 -0.0883

CO - deep b 14.1 0.578 0.291 1.413 -0.00674

TH b 14.1 0.696 0.315 1.687 -0.0224

MRE b 26.9 0.604 0.283 1.0623 -0.0213

a Since under-canopy soil is assumed to be a Lambertian surface, albedos for direct beam, α
µ
Λ
, and

diffuse, αΛ, shortwave radiation fluxes are equal. The values of the shortwave albedos for saturated soil
(αµ

sat Λ
= αsat Λ) are 0.11 for the visible and 0.225 for the near-infrared spectral bands, respectively (Ivanov

et al., 2008). The values of the shortwave albedos for dry soil (αµ
dry Λ

= αdry Λ) are 0.22 for the visible and
0.45 for the near-infrared spectral bands, respectively. The soil heat transfer properties are assigned the
following values: ks, dry = 0.4 and ks, sat = 3.3 [J m−1 s−1 K−1] are the dry and saturated soil thermal
conductivities, respectively, and Cs, soi = 1.5×106 [J m−3 K−1] is the heat capacity of the soil solid (Ivanov

et al., 2008).
b See section 2.3 for the definitions of soil parameterization scenarios.
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Table 3: Vegetation biophysical, photosynthesis, interception, and water uptake parameters
used in the model (for details see Ivanov et al., 2008): dleaf [m] is the mean leaf size, χL

is the parameter of departure of leaf angles from a random distribution, αleaf
Λ and τ leaf

Λ [−]
are the leaf reflectances and transmittances, respectively, αstem

Λ and τ stem
Λ [−] are the stem

reflectances and transmittances, respectively, “VIS” and “NIR” are used to denote the visible
and near-infrared spectral bands, respectively, Vmax 25 [µmol CO2 m−2 s−1] is the maximum
catalytic capacity of Rubisco at 25�, K̄ [−] is the time-mean PAR extinction coefficient
used to parameterize a decay of nitrogen content in the canopy, m [−] is an empirical
parameter used as a slope factor in a linear model relating the net assimilation rate and
stomatal conductance, b [µmol m−2 s−1] is the minimum stomatal conductance, ǫ3,4 [µmol
CO2 µmol−1 photons] is the intrinsic quantum efficiency of CO2 uptake, Kc [mm hour−1] is
the canopy water drainage rate coefficient, gc [mm−1] is the exponent parameter of canopy
water drainage rate, Ψ∗ [MPa] is the soil water potential at which stomatal closure begins,
and Ψw [MPa] is the soil water potential at which plant wilting begins.

Parameter / Canopy level Top-canopy Mid-canopy Bottom-canopy

Biophysical parameters

dleaf 0.05 0.05 0.05

χL 0.10 0.10 0.10

α
leaf
Λ - VIS 0.11 0.05 0.02

α
leaf
Λ - NIR 0.50 0.50 0.50

αstem
Λ - VIS 0.20 0.20 0.20

αstem
Λ - NIR 0.45 0.45 0.45

τ
leaf
Λ - VIS 0.07 0.02 0.01

τ
leaf
Λ - NIR 0.33 0.32 0.32

τ stem
Λ - VIS 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

τ stem
Λ - NIR 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

Photosynthesis parameters

Vmax 25 40.0 35.0 30.0

K̄ 0.35 0.35 0.35

m 9 9 9

b 10,000 10,000 10,000

ǫ3,4 0.055 0.06 0.065

Interception parameters

Kc 0.15 0.15 0.15

gc 3.7 3.7 3.7

Water uptake parameters

Ψ∗ -0.50 -0.50 -0.50

Ψw -2.50 -2.50 -2.50
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D-1 The sensitivity of the soil moisture availability factor βT to a reduction in wet1280
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shows a scenario number). The “CO” soil type was used. Simulation results1282
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(d), and (f)). The latter period is the last year of simulation when the effect1287
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D-2 The sensitivity of the soil moisture availability factor βT to a reduction in1289

wet season precipitation (y-axis) and water uptake parameters Ψ∗ and Ψw1290
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1 a) A relationship between the observed mean monthly downwelling photosyn-1298

thetically active radiation (PAR) and mean monthly evapotranspiration (ET).1299

Both fluxes are resolved as mean daily quantities. b) The mean observed an-1300

nual cycles of PAR and leaf area index (LAI, the data on were obtained from1301

the database of the Large Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Ama-1302

zonia, http://lba.cptec.inpe.br). Observations of PAT and ET were obtained1303

in the Tapajós National Forest (Brazil) near km 67 of the Santarém-Cuiabá1304

highway and were previously described in Hutyra et al. (2007). . . . . . . . . 741305

2 Soil water retention data and curves obtained in this study. The curves were1306

parameterized according to the van Genuchten-Mualem soil hydraulic model1307

(van Genuchten, 1980). The legend notation refers to the following sources:1308

“Oliveira-data” refers to the data obtained from R. C. de Oliveira in 2007;1309

“Oliveira-fit” refers to the fit curves obtained for the former data for different1310

depth ranges; “Tomasella et al. (2000)” refers to parameters obtained with the1311

pedotransfer functions of Tomasella et al. (2000) using field soil texture data1312

of L. Hutyra (obtained in 2003); “Bruno et al. (2006)-inverse” refers to the1313
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Hou and Rubin (2005); and “Belk et al. (2007)” refers to the curve obtained by1315
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3 Profiles of root biomass distribution: a) live fine root density from Nepstad1318

et al. (2002), corresponding to measurements in the “control” and “treat-1319

ment” plots, and a generalized profile obtained in this study; and b.) hy-1320

pothesized root profiles (section 2.5.4) obtained by partitioning the observed1321

profile of bulk root biomass into profiles corresponding to top-, mid-, and1322

bottom-canopy trees. In total, 13 different permutations of root profiles were1323

generated. The “Total: generalized” represents the generalized profile of bulk1324

root density shown in Figure 3a; the “Total: model” profiles are obtained by1325

summing three density profiles corresponding to different trees (13 permuta-1326

tions). The “Identical” profile illustrates the root scenario #1, i.e., all tree1327

types have the same root density profile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 761328

4 Root fractional distributions resulting from mapping the root profiles onto the1329
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5 The mean annual cycles of a) the total evapotranspiration (observed and sim-1337

ulated); b) evaporation from canopy interception storage and soil surface (sim-1338

ulated); c) soil moisture availability factor, βT (Appendix C, eq. (C-1)), com-1339

puted as the arithmetic average for the three tree types. The annual cycles1340

were computed for the period of 01/2002-01/2006. The “no stress” scenario1341

(shown in subplot (a) only) corresponds to “potential evapotranspiration”,1342

a synthetic case with soil moisture stress set to zero at each computational1343

step (section 3.1). All other scenarios correspond to simulated actual evapo-1344

transpiration and exhibit seasonal stress (subplot (c)). “RootD” corresponds1345

to deep roots (the maximum root depth ZRootD = 30.2 m) and the identical1346

root profile (the root scenario #1, Figure 3b); “RootS” corresponds to shallow1347

roots (the maximum root depth ZRootS = 6 m and the identical root profile1348

(the root scenario #1). Results for the three soil types are illustrated: “CO”,1349
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6 The results of numerical experiments for different scenarios of root distribu-1351

tions. a) The mean soil moisture availability factor βT ; each point corresponds1352

to a particular permutation scenario of root distributions (section 2.5.4) and1353

was computed as the average value for the three tree types for the simula-1354

tion period of 01/2002-01/2006. b) The root mean square error of simulated1355

mean daily evapotranspiration (resolved at the monthly scale for dry sea-1356

sons only); each point corresponds to a particular permutation scenario of1357

root distributions and represents an average value for the simulation period1358

of 01/2002-01/2006. c) An illustration of the effect of deep root permutation1359

scenarios (the maximum root depth is ZRootD = 30.2 m) on the simulation1360

of daily evapotranspiration resolved at the monthly scale. d) Same as c) but1361

with shallower root scenarios (the maximum root depth is ZRootS = 6 m).1362

For c) and d), the arrows indicate a direction of increase of the root scenario1363

number (from #1, the identical distribution, to #13, distinct root niches, see1364

Figure 3b). The “TH” soil type was used. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 791365
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7 The temporal evolution of soil moisture profile for two root scenarios corre-1366

sponding to the maximum root depth ZRootS . a) Simulation results for the1367

root scenario #1 are illustrated, which exhibits the same fractional distribu-1368

tion of roots for all tree types (Figure 4b, approximately corresponding to1369

the convergence of distributions in the middle of the figure). b) Simulation1370

results for the root scenario #13 are shown. The scenario assumes that trees1371

of the upper canopy level contain a higher fraction of roots at deeper loca-1372

tions (Figure 4b, left hand-side dashed line), while trees of the bottom canopy1373

layer contain higher fraction of roots at shallower soil layers (Figure 4b, right1374

hand-side solid line). The “CO” soil type was used. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 801375

8 Mean observed and simulated diurnal cycles of energy: for wet season (defined1376

as the period between December 16th and July 14th), subplots (a.) and (c.);1377

and for dry season (defined as the period between July 15th and December1378

15th of each calendar year), subplots (b.) and (d.). Notation used: Rn is net1379

radiation, λE is latent heat flux, H is sensible heat flux, ∆B is change in heat1380

storage in biomass and air, G is ground heat flux; “obs” refers to measured1381

series; “sim” refers to simulated results; “ground” refers to contribution from1382

undercanopy ground (simulated cycles only). Simulation results of “CO” soil1383

parameterization (root scenario #6) were used. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 811384
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subplots (a.) and (c.); and for dry season (defined as the period between1387

July 15th and December 15th of each calendar year), subplots (b.) and (d.).1388
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over the 01/2002-01/2006 simulation period in relation to the root scenario1404

number. Plots (a.) through (c.): the results correspond to the maximum root1405

depth ZRootS = 6 m (the shallower root scenarios). Soil scenarios are denoted1406

in the plots: (a.) corresponds to “TH”; (b.) corresponds to “MRE”; and (c.)1407

corresponds to “CO”. The larger symbol size denotes the higher canopy level. 841408

12 The time series of soil moisture availability factor βT for each tree type: top1409

(“Top”) canopy layer, middle (“Mid”) canopy layer, and bottom (“Low”)1410

level canopy over the 01/2002-01/2006 period of simulation. The subplot (a.)1411
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Figure 1: a) A relationship between the observed mean monthly downwelling photosynthet-
ically active radiation (PAR) and mean monthly evapotranspiration (ET). Both fluxes are
resolved as mean daily quantities. b) The mean observed annual cycles of PAR and leaf
area index (LAI, the data on were obtained from the database of the Large Scale Biosphere-
Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia, http://lba.cptec.inpe.br). Observations of PAT and
ET were obtained in the Tapajós National Forest (Brazil) near km 67 of the Santarém-Cuiabá
highway and were previously described in Hutyra et al. (2007).
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Figure 2: Soil water retention data and curves obtained in this study. The curves were
parameterized according to the van Genuchten-Mualem soil hydraulic model (van Genuchten,
1980). The legend notation refers to the following sources: “Oliveira-data” refers to the data
obtained from R. C. de Oliveira in 2007; “Oliveira-fit” refers to the fit curves obtained for
the former data for different depth ranges; “Tomasella et al. (2000)” refers to parameters
obtained with the pedotransfer functions of Tomasella et al. (2000) using field soil texture
data of L. Hutyra (obtained in 2003); “Bruno et al. (2006)-inverse” refers to the parameters
of soil water retention curve obtained using an inverse procedure of Hou and Rubin (2005);
and “Belk et al. (2007)” refers to the curve obtained by geometric averaging of depth-
interpolated parameters reported in Belk et al. (2007).
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Figure 3: Profiles of root biomass distribution: a) live fine root density from Nepstad et al.
(2002), corresponding to measurements in the “control” and “treatment” plots, and a gen-
eralized profile obtained in this study; and b.) hypothesized root profiles (section 2.5.4)
obtained by partitioning the observed profile of bulk root biomass into profiles correspond-
ing to top-, mid-, and bottom-canopy trees. In total, 13 different permutations of root
profiles were generated. The “Total: generalized” represents the generalized profile of bulk
root density shown in Figure 3a; the “Total: model” profiles are obtained by summing three
density profiles corresponding to different trees (13 permutations). The “Identical” profile
illustrates the root scenario #1, i.e., all tree types have the same root density profile.
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Figure 4: Root fractional distributions resulting from mapping the root profiles onto the
model subsurface mesh (30 mm regular spacing). The distributions were obtained from
the 13 permutations of root density profiles for trees representing different canopy levels
(Figure 3): a) the profiles corresponding to the deeper maximum root depth ZRootD = 30.2
m; and b) the profiles corresponding to the shallower maximum root depth ZRootS = 6 m.
Distributions only for the top 70 cm of soil are shown, where most pronounced differences
among the profiles are observed.
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Figure 5: The mean annual cycles of a) the total evapotranspiration (observed and simu-
lated); b) evaporation from canopy interception storage and soil surface (simulated); c) soil
moisture availability factor, βT (Appendix C, eq. (C-1)), computed as the arithmetic average
for the three tree types. The annual cycles were computed for the period of 01/2002-01/2006.
The “no stress” scenario (shown in subplot (a) only) corresponds to “potential evapotran-
spiration”, a synthetic case with soil moisture stress set to zero at each computational step
(section 3.1). All other scenarios correspond to simulated actual evapotranspiration and
exhibit seasonal stress (subplot (c)). “RootD” corresponds to deep roots (the maximum
root depth ZRootD = 30.2 m) and the identical root profile (the root scenario #1, Figure
3b); “RootS” corresponds to shallow roots (the maximum root depth ZRootS = 6 m and the
identical root profile (the root scenario #1). Results for the three soil types are illustrated:
“CO”, “MRE”, and “TH” (Table 2).
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Figure 6: The results of numerical experiments for different scenarios of root distributions.
a) The mean soil moisture availability factor βT ; each point corresponds to a particular
permutation scenario of root distributions (section 2.5.4) and was computed as the average
value for the three tree types for the simulation period of 01/2002-01/2006. b) The root
mean square error of simulated mean daily evapotranspiration (resolved at the monthly
scale for dry seasons only); each point corresponds to a particular permutation scenario
of root distributions and represents an average value for the simulation period of 01/2002-
01/2006. c) An illustration of the effect of deep root permutation scenarios (the maximum
root depth is ZRootD = 30.2 m) on the simulation of daily evapotranspiration resolved at the
monthly scale. d) Same as c) but with shallower root scenarios (the maximum root depth is
ZRootS = 6 m). For c) and d), the arrows indicate a direction of increase of the root scenario
number (from #1, the identical distribution, to #13, distinct root niches, see Figure 3b).
The “TH” soil type was used.
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Figure 7: The temporal evolution of soil moisture profile for two root scenarios corresponding
to the maximum root depth ZRootS . a) Simulation results for the root scenario #1 are
illustrated, which exhibits the same fractional distribution of roots for all tree types (Figure
4b, approximately corresponding to the convergence of distributions in the middle of the
figure). b) Simulation results for the root scenario #13 are shown. The scenario assumes
that trees of the upper canopy level contain a higher fraction of roots at deeper locations
(Figure 4b, left hand-side dashed line), while trees of the bottom canopy layer contain higher
fraction of roots at shallower soil layers (Figure 4b, right hand-side solid line). The “CO”
soil type was used.
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Figure 8: Mean observed and simulated diurnal cycles of energy: for wet season (defined
as the period between December 16th and July 14th), subplots (a.) and (c.); and for dry
season (defined as the period between July 15th and December 15th of each calendar year),
subplots (b.) and (d.). Notation used: Rn is net radiation, λE is latent heat flux, H
is sensible heat flux, ∆B is change in heat storage in biomass and air, G is ground heat
flux; “obs” refers to measured series; “sim” refers to simulated results; “ground” refers to
contribution from undercanopy ground (simulated cycles only). Simulation results of “CO”
soil parameterization (root scenario #6) were used.
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Figure 9: Mean diurnal cycles of air and canopy layer temperature and latent heat flux:
for wet season (defined as the period between December 16th and July 14th), subplots (a.)
and (c.); and for dry season (defined as the period between July 15th and December 15th
of each calendar year), subplots (b.) and (d.). “Air” refers to measured above-canopy air
temperature; “Top leaf” refers to top canopy layer; “Mid leaf” refers to middle canopy layer;
“Low leaf” refers to bottom canopy layer; and “Ground” refers to undercanopy soil surface.
Subplots (a.) and (b.) illustrate mean temperature cycles; subplots (c.) and (d.) show mean
simulated cycles of latent heat flux. Simulation results of “CO” soil parameterization (root
scenario #6) were used.
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Figure 10: The integrated flux at the bottom of root zone of each tree type computed
over the 01/2002-01/2006 simulation period in relation to the root scenario number. Plots
(a.) through (c.): the results correspond to the maximum root depth ZRootD = 30.2 m;
plots (d.) through (f.): the results correspond to the maximum root depth ZRootS = 6 m.
The soil scenarios are denoted in the plots: (a.) and (d.) correspond to “TH”; (b.) and
(e.) correspond to “MRE”; and (c.) and (f.) correspond to “CO”. The larger symbol size
denotes the higher canopy level.
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Figure 11: The integrated capillary (upward) flux into the root zone of each tree type
over the 01/2002-01/2006 simulation period in relation to the root scenario number. Plots
(a.) through (c.): the results correspond to the maximum root depth ZRootS = 6 m (the
shallower root scenarios). Soil scenarios are denoted in the plots: (a.) corresponds to “TH”;
(b.) corresponds to “MRE”; and (c.) corresponds to “CO”. The larger symbol size denotes
the higher canopy level.
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Figure 12: The time series of soil moisture availability factor βT for each tree type: top
(“Top”) canopy layer, middle (“Mid”) canopy layer, and bottom (“Low”) level canopy over
the 01/2002-01/2006 period of simulation. The subplot (a.) corresponds to the “TH” soil
type; the subplot (b.) corresponds to the “CO” soil type. The maximum root depth ZRootS =
6 m was used with two types of profile distributions: root scenarios #1 (the same profile
is used for all trees) and #13 (most different profiles). The “60%” notation is used for the
scenario in which wet season (January through June of each year) precipitation was reduced
by 60%.
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Figure 13: The temporal evolution of soil moisture profile for a scenario in which wet season
(January through June of each year) precipitation was reduced by 60%. Simulation results
for the root scenario #13 corresponding to the maximum root depth ZRootS are illustrated.
The “CO” soil type was used.
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Figure 14: The sensitivity of the total recharge flux and the soil moisture availability factor
βT to a reduction in wet season (January through June of each year) precipitation. The wet
season precipitation was varied between 40% and 100% (the x-axis in each subplot). Simula-
tion results for the root scenario #13 corresponding to the maximum root depth ZRootS = 6
m are illustrated. The “CO” soil type was used. Subplots (a) and (c) correspond to the
integration over the 01/2002-01/2006 period of simulation; subplots (b) and (d) correspond
to the integration over the 01/2005-01/2006 period, i.e., the last year of simulation when
the effect of rainfall reduction is expected to be most exacerbated. The lines with circle
symbols in (a) and (b) correspond to approximate depths of the root zone bottom for trees
at different canopy levels, i.e., 2, 3, and 6 m in the root scenario #13.
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